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ABSTRACT

Identifying the language of an unknown text is
not a new problem but what is new is the task of
identifying close languages. Malay and Indonesian
as many other language€ are very similar, and there-
fore it is a real difficulty to search, retrieve, classify,
and above all translate texts written in one of the
two langr.rages. We have built a language identifier to
determine whether the text is written in l\{alay or In-
donesian which could be used in any similar situation.
It uses the frequency and rank of trigrams of charac-
ters, the lists of exclusive words, and the format of
numbers. The trigrams are derived from the most
frequent words in each language. The current pro
gram contains as language models: Malay/Indonesian
(661 trigrams), Dutch (826 trigrams), English (6b2
trigrams), Ftench (579 trigrarns), u"rrd German (482
trigrams). The trigrams of an unknown text are
searched in each language model. The language of
the input text is the language having the highest ra-
tio in "number of shared trigrarrs f total number of
trigrams" and "number of winner trigrams / number
ofshared trigrams". Ifthe language found at trigram
search level is 'Malay or Indonesian', the text is then
scanned by searching the format of numbers and of
some exclusive words.

Ke;rwords: Language identifier, Tyigram, Close lan-
Buag6, Malag Indonesian, Exclusive words

r. INTRODUCTION
As long as human communicate by language, in

written or spoken form, it is natural to identify the
language used. The constant increase of the number
of electronic documents combined with the perpetual
lack of satisfaction of users - they request accurate
and understandable documents - lead to the elabora-
tion of a variety of tools making possible the auto.
matic classification of these documents by language.

Language identification is not a new problem and
many methods have been tried to resolve it. A quick
glance to the Web offers a glimpse of the great number
of published paperc related to the topic and also the
number of free or commercial tools that can perform
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the task of language identification. Identifying the
main language of a document is very important for
many applications in addition to the fact that not
every one can speak and understand more than one
language.

A Ianguage identifier finds its application in any
task involving multilingual electronic documenss.
Most of the current Internet search engines allow the
users to restrict the search to documents written in a
specified language. A language identifier is not only
used for searching specific documents in the Web. It
allows also the evaluation or establishment of the lan-
guages used in the Web, "in order to determine the
needs for language specific processing it is helpful to
know the distribution and relative importance of lan-
guages on the web" [1]. In 1997, the Babel tearn [2]
used SILC language identifier [a] in order to estab-
lish Web languages hit pa.rade. Another application
of language identifier is found in Microsoft Word that
integrates a tool to set up the language ofthe current
document and if the text within this document is not
the one that has been defined, the text is identified as
incorrect. Other applications are e-mail management
tools, information retrieval, and speech synthesis [4].
For Natural Language Processing applications, a lan-
guage identifier can be used as a filter. For example,
before submitting a document to a bidirectional ma.
chine translation system, the document is processed
by the language identifier. Once the language is iden-
tified, the translation c&n start automatically without
human interference.

Different types of identification can be obtained by
a language identifier. One common result is the iden-
tification of the main language of a document. In this
case, the output of the language identifier is the na.rne
or family language na"rre of this identified language.
As we know, many documents contain more than one
language, one main language and one or more than
one language generally used to cite original texts in
their own language. In this situation, the language
identifier should identify the main language of the
document and the languages of each foreign citation.

In this paper, we present a language identifier that
aims to discriminate very close languages like Malay
(henceforth BM) and Indonesian (henceforth BI). Be-
sides the two tasks that are identifying the main lan-
guage and the languages offoreign citations (isolated
by quotation marks), the language identifier is able to
distinguish close languages and very short texts like
titles or snippets.
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The identification of the language is done in two
steps. During the first step, close languages are dis-

carded from other languages present in the language

model. At this level, the language identifier uses the
frequency and rank of trigrams of characters. Dur-
ing the second step, close languages are discarded be-

tween them. For BM and BI, the language identifier

uses the list of exclusive words and the format of num-

bers.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 pru

vides an overview of similarities and difierences that
may ocist between two close Ianguages like BM and

BI. Section 3 presents some techniques that have been

used to identify languages. Section 4 explains the
method that we have used in building our language

identifier. Section 5 concerns the evaluation of the ac-

curacy of our language identffier by compa'ring manu-

ally its results with the results of two other language

identifiers.

2. CLOSE LANGUAGES: SIMILARITIES
AND DIFFERENCES

Most of existing language identifiers has been built
to recognise the language of any document without
taking into account the problem of close languages'

Our first motivation was to find an accurate, simple

and reusable method that can identify without ambi-

guity close la,nguages.
Two languages (or a group of languages) are said to

be close if they share relatively importa.nt similarities

at word level. Close languages share many lexical and

morphological units with the same spelling' pronun-

ciation and mea,ning. To be close imply differences

since they axe not identical. These differences can be

used to discriminate close languages.
Two examples of close languages are BM (official

language of Malaysia) and BI (official language of In-
donesia). The two languagc belong to the fa,rnily of
Austronesian languages and both derive from Bahasa

Melayu, which was the lingua franca of Southeast

Asia since at least lhe 7th century until 13th century

[5-6]. We use BM and BI to illustrate the similari-

iies and differences that may exist between close lan-
guages, and also because our language identifier has

been built in order to differentiate the two languages'

2.1 Lexical simllarities

Two languagm are said close or similar if they have

an important volume of shared vocabulary' The fol-

lowing table (Table 1), built from the information
given by Ethnologue (a catalogue of known liviug lan-

guages, www.ethnologue.com), shows the percentage

of vocabula,ry shared by a pair of close languages'

There is no real and statistical evaluation of the

simila,rity or difference between BM and BI' As-

mafr [5] did some small tets with her students in
1998. The result showed that 30% ofthe two Indone'

sian texts, submitted to 81 Malaysian students' were
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Table 7: priority constant of desi'gn patterns corn'

ponents

Pair oflanguages Lexical similarity

Spanish - Portuguese
French - Italian

89%

Spanish - Catalan 85%

Spanish - Italiart 82o/o

French - German 29%

French - English 27 o/o

"odd, unintelligible, and unusual". Asmah divided
these unintelligibilities into five categories, and the
category "Presence of words and phrases totally un-
familiar to Malaysians" is less than l0%. From this
small but very informative test, we may start to state

that BM and BI have more 90% lexical similarity.

Table 2: Eramples of borrouings in BM and BI
BM

(words from
Engtbh)

BI
(words lbom .

Dutch)

August Ogos Agustus

deposit deposit deposito

Maroh Mac lvlaret

ticket tiket karcis

2.2 Different spellings

The Malay used in Malaysia is written whether

with a variety of Arabic script (tzlisan Jatui) or Ro-

man script (tuJisan Rumi). A unified spelling of
native and borrowed words in BM and BI was in-
troduced in L972, known in Indonesia as "the Per-

fect Spelling" (Ejaan Yang Disempurnakon), aad in
Malaysia as "the New Spelling of Malaysian Lan-
guage" (Ejaan Bohor-u Bohasa Malaysia)- Table 3

shows some examples of spelling changes adopted by

both countries, Malaysia and Indonesia, in 1972' Be
sides these changes, the apostrophe for glottal stop
(harnzah) and the inverted comma were omitted, and
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were rcplacd by the letter ,k'. New letters were in_
cluded to write borrowed terms: ,o'. ,v'. and ,x'.

3: Enamples of spelling agreement (1
BM BI Reformcd Spelling

u 0e u

ch tJ c

J dj J

kh ch ktl

ny nJ ny

sy sj sy

v J J

e72)

In 1975, the Language Council of Indonesia and
Malaysia (MBIM) proposed a set of rules for the coin-
ing of technical terms. The introduction of Brunei
Darussalam in the Council has changed the name of
the Council which became the Language Council of
Brunei Darussala,rn, Indonesia, and Malaysia (MAB-
BIM). Whatever the efiorts done by the bouncil, we
must say that all these reforms did not achieve their
airrs. We still have different spellings for some words
in both BI and BM as it is shown in Table 4. The
symbol'ffndicates word bounda,rv.

Table

tule J! Erylling differences between BM and,
BM BI MABBIM's

rules
adiective adje&rif adiektiva ve# = if
activity aktiviti aktivias b#=ti
phonemics fonemik fonemis ics# = ik
mademic akademik akademis ic# + ik
sabotage sabotaj sabotase age# = aj

anirnal haiwan hewan

n€wspaper surat khabar surat kabar

zone zon zona

TabIe 6: Different words for the same meuning in

BI

Another difference between BM and BI can be no_
ticed in writing numbers (Table b). The difference is
related to the use of full stop and comma.

In BI, the spelling of monetary value in trilliou is
not standardised. Sometimes the three digits are sep
arated with a comma (e.e. Rp 6,565 triliun, Rpt,SSO
triliun), sometimes with a full stop (e.g. Ap ruOO
triliun, Rp 24.000 tri,liun).

2.3 Different vocabularies

T'io express the same concept or meaning, BM and
BI may use two different words (Table 6). the two
words are totally EmonJrnous.

Table 5: Fortnat of nurnbers in BM and, BI
Full stop Comma

BM

Decimals are

denoted with a firll
stop
8.9 jutapendrduk
negara
RMll.2 jura
RM8.6 bilion
0.6 perdus
26.8 poatus;
0.5 sentimeter
1.57m
$3.50 per helai

lThousan& re
scprated bya
qornma

I,zt8E kes kencing
mgnis
7,0mpe$ar
200.000 b€kas
tqt€ra
46,000 hektar
34L&4tfrr
RMI,UX)
RM10,000
RM100.000

RM8,219.9M.79
M$5,000.00

12,438.420 kilogram
1.329.8 hn

BI

lnousands are
denoted with a firll
sttip
ada 7.000 kasus
500-000 orang
Rp 1.000
2.0O0rupiah

waktu 1.062 dds

Decimals re
s€pafated by I
golnma

3,25 juta
pelanggan

1,80 persen

21,0 persen

Rp 3,8 uiliun
Rp 13,09 riliun

Rps.000,00
Rp500.000.00

Meaning Malay Indomrian

aidede.comp adihng penbanu pribadi

approximately agat-agak kira*ira

contagious disease ambah-ambahan penyakit menular

eoonomrst ahli etonomi *onom
Equator Ekuafor Ganis LinEnc
football bola s€Dak s€palrbola

national archives Artib Negara AnipNasioal
purse; wallet bekas duit donpct

reccrtly; oflate athir-akhir ini belalcangan ini

service sector
balugian

oerthidnatan selcorjasa
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3. LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION TECH-
NIQUES

Many para,meters can be used to identify the lan-
guage - or at least to guess the family language - of
a document. The identification can be performed at
different levels of the document with for each level its
good or bad reliability.

3. I Language encoditg information

Markup metalanguages, like SGML, HTML, XML,
etc., include attributes that allow the users to spec-

ify both language and script used in a document. In
Latex, the author can indicate with a specific tag,

the language used for any portion of the text which
is not the sarne as the main language. Unfortu-
nately the use of these attributes is simply recom-

mended. Most of the time, the author of a doc-

urnent omits to indicate the language of the docu-

ment. However, if this language information is men-

tioned, there is no standardised format of the way

how to represent,the name of the language accord-

ing to "Language Identifiers in the Markup Context"
(http://:ml.coveq)ages.org/languageldentifiers.html ff
oss). For these reasons, a language identifier cannot

rely fully on this unpredictable information. There'
fore most language identifiers handle only ASCII
texts and do not rely fully on the language and char-
acter encoding information.

3.2 Word or sub-word identiffcation

The easiest and simplest solution in the identifica.
tion of the language of a given te)d is to perform lexi-
con look-up for each language available in the library.
This kirid of approach will create a language identi-
fier that is undoubtedly onehundred percent accu-

rate. Adopting this method means that 8ll sr nlmesf,

all existing and recognised la^nguages have their elec-

tronic dictionaries ready in the language identifier.
Unfortunately not all living lauguages have a dictio
nary and even less an electronic dictionary. It means

also that a good and fast search string must be ap
plied ailowing the comparison of a given document

with thirusand dictionaries.
Giguet [8] declared that "it was possible to cat-

egorize long sentences and texts using only linguis'
tic kuowledge". Following this idea, the size of the
lexicon can be redued by looking for specific subset

of the lo<icon: coutmon words for [9][10]' grlmYnat-
ical words to discriminate the Innguage of sentences

for [11], the most frequent words for [12], and short
striags of cha,racters which are unique to each lan-
guage for [13][9]. The courmon limitation of this kind
of approarch is the size of the unhown teurt. A short
input text may not contain those particrrlar words.

Other language identifiers use linguistic segmeuts.

Gigrret [11] realised that accented letters can be only

us€d to discard languages but not to identify the right

Automatic Identification of Close Languages - Cxe etudy: Malay md Indoneim

language of unknown texts. The reason is that in a
short text, accented letters a,re not so frequent. To
improve his approach, he explored other natural lan-
guage properties: "using knowledge upon word mor-
phology via syllabation: the idea is to check the good

syllabation of words in a language, distinguishing the
first, middles, and last syllables; in the same way' rul-

ing word endings and using sequenc€s of vowels or
consonants" [11].

3.3 N-gram identffication

The moet popular statistical language models for
la,nguage identification are n-grarn characters. The
idea is to accumulate the frequency or probability of
each sequence of characters. and detect the sequences

that are specific and recurrent to eactr language. The
value of n va,ries from 1 to 5t 2 and 3 for [12]' I
to 5 for [16] but usually n equals to 3 is often used

[e]- [14l.[15]- [16]- [12] [14.
Tbigrams work well with short texbs, 4&80 char-

acters thought Liberman in his message in Linguist
List 2.530 answering Kulikowski on how to identify
the language of a text'liue. Liberman's thought is

confumed by Poutsma's tests [10]. Poutma realised
that "the.n-gra,m method performed best with small
a,mounts of input (i.e. less than 100 characters in-
put)". Prager [18] found during his tests that com-
|ining words with unrestricted length and Agra^rns

gave the best performance.
In 1994, Cavnar and Tlenkle [16] have developed

a language identifier very sirnilar to our progran in a
sense that it uses n-grams and conputes the similar-
ity between an unknown text and any of the language

models by calcutating "orit-of-place" measute. This
measure corresponds to the distance that exists be-

tween the rank of an n-grarn in the unknourn ts<t and
in a language model. The language of the unknown
text is the language of the language model that has a
minimum distance. The performance of Textcat and
our language identifier is shown in section 5.

4. THE PRESENT WORI(

Our motivation in building a new language identi-
fier is due to the fact that the performance of available
language identifiers is not wholly satisfactory when
guessing close languages like BM and BI. We started
our regearch by looking for a method that could sat-
isfu the criteria for the best automatic language iden-
tification. The tool must require a very small size as

Ianguage models. It has to be fast since it will b€
used as a pre-processing tool for other applications.
It must be able to handle multilingual documents and
short texts. And more importantly, it has to be ao
curate.

We have built a language identifier for cloee

languages written with Roman alphabet by using

trigrams and some linguistic information like the
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spelling of numbers a,nd exclusive words. Close lan-
guages mean that some words a.re used only in one
language aud never in the other. We call ,orclusive
words' those words that appea^r only in one language.

Currently five languages are made available in our
language identifier that is BI, BM, English, Ftench,
German, and Dutch (Table Z). The language model
for each language is very small: between 231 (for Ger-
man) and 270 words (for English). Those words are
considered as being the rnost frequent words in each
respective language. The most frequent words in BI
and BM have been mixed as they show two similar
lists. For each language, all words a,re transformed
into lower case and the trigrams a^re extracted, sorted,
and reduced to one occurreuce with its frequency.
The list of trigrems for each language is saved in a
simple text file with one line per each trigram and its
number of occurrences in the language.

Tabl.e 7: rnodels

Languages Words Characters Trigrams

BI and BM 267 1589 661

Durch 257 l919 826

English n0 tt42 652

French 239 1242 579

Cl€rman 23r 1083 4U

appear in the unknown text and the current language
model. 'Winner trigrams' are trigrams that appear in
the unknown text, in at lea.st ens language model, and
have the highest rank among all language models.

Table 8 provides an illustration of shared and win-
ner trigrams. The BM input sentence ,Saya suka
makan nasi goreng.' means '[ like eating fried rice.'
It generates 27 trigrams. The five trigrams oa _ m',
'a - st, tgort, ti - gt, and tn - nt do not appear in
any of trhs language models. The winner trigrams are
highlighted in bold.

Toble 8: I'ansuaqe models

Durch Fnnch Gcns DoSBt BM
.!d D[

Jo It 0 0 I 0

Nla ll t2 t2 J ll
na l5 0 l4 L2 t7
sa t7 t2 l3 9 t2
an 0 t2 0 0 It

AE 0 0 0 0 0

el 0 0 o 0 0
a&r 0 0 0 0 t2
m lt t3 0 t I
f,{ 0 0 0 0 t7
ryl o 0 0 0 l6
€8r8 0 0 0 0 t4
gor 0 0 0 0 0

rj 0 o 0 0 0

kr 0 0 0 o t5
klr 0 0 l{ 0 E

nrk l8 0 0 t0 l9
nn 0 0 0 4 0

B' 0 0 0 t0 t9
llg_ 6 l3 t4 t2 II
ore It t3 0 ll 0
r€n l0 0 9 0 l8
say 0 0 0 0 l9
tt 0 ll 0 o 0
euL 0 0 0 0 It
uka 0 0 0 0 16

ys 0 0 0 0 ta
Shr?d 9 ? 6 l0 l9
Reio-l 0.3333 o.2sv2 0.2222 0.3?o3 o.mn
Winner 4 t 3 0 l3
Rdio.2 o4444 0.1{28 0.5 0 0.6842

The language of the unknown text is the one that
has its ratio-l and 2 equal or bigger,to 0.4b. This
value has been defined after ruraing many tests on
the language identifier. In our example, the text is
either BM and BI. To specify to right language of the
unknovm text, the original text is sent to the module
called'Malay-lndonesia,n Language Identifier'. This
module perforrrs two actions to discard BM and BI
texts. First, it checks the format of each number (if
there is any) in the unknown text and start counting
the differences based on Table 5. Then it looks up in
the exclusive lists of words for BM and BI sian. The
correct language of the unknown text is the one with
the highest number of markers: format of numbers

The language of an unknown text is given after
processing the text through four main modules as it
is shown in figure l.

In the pr+processing module, the unknown text
is divided by sentences and all letters are changed
into lower case. All sequences of white spaces are re
duced to one white space which in turn is changed
into one underscore. After the pre-processing mod-
ule, the unknown text is sent to the .Tligram 

seg-
menter'. This module trs,nsforms a stream of cha.r-
acters (corresponding to a sentence or a quoted text)
into a list of trigrarns. Once a list of trigrams is ob-
tained, it is sent to the module called ,La,nguage Iden-
tifier'. At this level, each trigram in the unknown text
is sea,rched in each list of trigra.ms representing,each
available language. A binary search is an appropr!
ate algorithm for being a fast search in a sorted list.
The Language Identifier module calculates the lan-
guage of the unlimown text based on two values: (1)
the ratio of the total nurnber of ,shared trigra,m.s' di-
vided by the total number of trigr. a,ms in the unknown
text, and (2) the ratio of the total number of ,win-
ner trigrarns' divided by the total number of shared
trigrams. We called 'shared trigrams'trigrams that
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and exclusivc words.

5. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

A method for evaluating thc accuracy of langua,ge

identifiers is not straightforward as the objective, tlie
discriminators, and the rrumber of languages to be

identified is often different.
To eraluatc the accuracv of our language iderrti-

fier, we need to compare its results with sorne cxistitrg
tools that contain BIvI arrd BI. \\'e have found onlv
four language identifi.ers that include BNI and BI lan-
guages: Xerox Language Guesser, Tcxtcat, Rosctte
Language Identifier, and Lextek Language Identifier
SDK. The other available language identifiers con-
sider BI and BM as the same language. We have

conducted two tests and evaluate manuallv the re-
sults.

The first test has beert dorre based on the nunr-

ber of words and characters in five BN{ texts and five

BI texts. The ten texts have been chosen at ran-
dom from our BM and BI corpora. \Ve compared

the results given by Textcat [19], Lextek 120], and

our program. Textcat is a free online Ianguage iden-

tifier having more than 75 languages (including BM

Automatic Identification of Close Languages - Case studv: Malav and Indonesian

Fig.1: Arclr;ttecture ol th,e. A:[ol.o'11-ln,r],ort'es'r,an l,o"rtgtt.oge iden.ti'Ji,er

and BI). Tcxt ca,t plovidcs ntost of thc lime rnore than
onc language leaving the ttser to guess the correct one.

Lextek is also a free langr.rage identification program
thal ollers over 260 lanpluage (including BNI and BI)
ancl encocling rnoclules. Lextek is urore precise by pro-
virlirrg onlv cxre possible langrragc. Table 9 (LI stands
for la,nguage identifier) gives the results of this first
test in which our LI perfornis very well - zero error
- comparecl with Textcat and Lextek. As one of our
rcvicwcr highliglrted, the good performance of our LI
is not a leal surprise sirice it uses lists of exclusive
wcllds and rules for writing mtrrrbers. two data that
Textcat and Lextek do not have. The remark could
be Lrue if Lextek does not try to identify clearly BI
texts froru BNI texts.

The second test rvas conducted by comparing
Tcxtcat and our langr-rage identifier by looking at the
accuracy of each tool at sentence length. The length
of a sentence corresponds to the number of words that
it contains. We courpared 180 sentences (90 BM sen-

tences and 90 BI sentences) chosen at random based

on their length: only sentences with Iess or equal to
10 words. Each sentence Iength has a set of 10 sen-

tences. For example, there are 10 sentences of length
two, 10 sentences of length three, and so on. Table
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9: Identification errors by number of word,sToble
and, cl

Id,entification ertors bg BI sentence

Irprt
tGrag

l{b. ot
rords

I\b of
chrr.

Tcrtcrt Irf,|tk Our
LI

BI t< 194 BMor BI BM BI

BI a1 180 BMoTBI BI BI

BI a t73 BMoTBI BI BI

BI r€ 288 BMoTBI BM BI

BI 63 444 BIoTBM BI BI

BM 26 lE0 BMoTBI BI BM

B[d 28 186 BM BM BIU
BM 33 199 BMqBI BM BM

BM 39 ru. BM BI BM
Bftt 4l E5 BMoTBI BM BM

Enorg 8 4 0

Table 77:
length (mor than one language in the )more one xn

Length of
sentences

Number of
BI sentences

Tertcat Our LI

2 l0 t0 4

3 l0 9 4
4 l0 l0 5
) l0 8 4
6 l0 9 6

7 10 8 6

8 l0 E 7

9 l0 9 4
l0 l0 t0 3

90 8l 43
12 and Tb,ble 11 show the results of the comparison
when we consider asr F.n error any output with more
than one language. Tobln 12: Identificotion errors by sentence length

(21 BI sentences, 12 BM sentenes, Il7 BI/BM sen-

10: Identifi,cati,on errors by BM sentenn,
rnore then o?e language ,in the output

I*ngth of
seDte|Ice3

Number of
BM senieneos

Tertcat Our LI

j l0 l0 6

3 l0 l0 9

4 l0 l0 l0
) l0 l0 I

o l0 l0 9
7 l0 l0 E

8 l0 l0 9
9 l0 l0 7

l0 t0 l0 8

90
90 73

l.ongth
of

senten
Gls

Tertcat Our Lt

BM BI BM BI

2 I 4 4 1

3 ,)
4 ,, I

4 J 4 t )
5 7 0 7 4
6 ) I 6 6

I 7 .)
E 8 4 E )
9 9 2 5 4
l0 o 0 .,

3

Total
of

€rIofsi

5l 20 49 35

tences
Table
Iength

The two language identifiers, Textcat and our LI,
show very bad results with short BM texts. The re_
sults axe slightly bette.r with short BI texts. Two
reasons may explain these results. Firstly, BI short
texts contain more specific words (21 sentences over
90 sentences) than short BM texts (12 sentences over
90 sentences). Secondly, many short texts cannot be
clearly identified as BI or BM as all words that form
the texts belong to both languages. 142 sentences
over the 180 sentences tested are in this situation. If
we take in account this second reason, the results of
the two language identifiers are reviewed in Table 12.

It appears that Textcat performs slightly better
than our language identifier. But since the expected
task of a language identifier is to provide ,.the lan-
guage" and not 'the possible languages" of a given
document, we are still comforting in our approach.
Table l0 and Table 1l show that our LI is more pre-

cise than Textcat.

6. CONCLUSION
We have described in this paper the fust language

identifier that aims to guess close languages written
in Roman alphabet. The method is simple.and fast.
The language identifier has been built to aistinguisn
BM and BI texts but it ca.n be applied for other close
languages like American English and British English.
The identification task is done in two steps. First, the
BM or BI text is identified among other texts writ-
ten in other languages. The use of trigrams provideg
acceptable results as it is shown in our results. Then,
in the second step, the language of the unknourn in-
put text is identtfied clearly by applying two crite
ria: the presence of exclusive words and the format
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of numbers. For the moment the two exclusive lists

are not sufficient to cover all BM and BI texts. We

have built ma,nually the Iists of exclusive words. We

axe curently looking for a method that can extract
automatically these exclusive words from two aligned

texts of close languages. There is no doubt that get-

ting a perfect language identifier for close Ianguages

must contain two successive filters: a simple statisti-
cal method that is n-gram of cha,racters, and a lookup

to an exclusive list of words combined with some spe-

cific spelling rules (e.g' format of numbers, presence

of diacritic characters, high frequency of some mor-

phological endings, etc.).
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